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Abstract: Problem statement: This article communicated an approach for determining the exact
location/position of the target(s) (human) by applying Grid (matrix) method. Approach: The MainGrid in-return further grouped into Mini-Grids; which will provide the target(s) information. To
accomplish this idea the whole scenario is divided into three phases. Results: In the first phase data is
collected from the targeted area, in second phase data activation/procedure(s) takes place at the
target(s), whereas in the third phase data was processed to obtain the required results for the target(s).
Conclusion/Recommendations: This study provided details on the first phase. It is faster in gathering
data about the exact target location. It is also worth noticing that this approach is efficient, accurate and
require very less processing time. The results achieved by this approach are highly reliable.
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INTRODUCTION
The horrific scale of destruction caused by the
terrorist attacks has ushered in a period of global
uncertainty on various fronts: political, economic,
military and technological. In essence, terrorism
involves the use of violence to achieve political
objectives, by deliberately trying to inflict mass
casualties or cause other forms of costly damage against
civilian/government populations. It is a form of
psychological warfare, as the terrorist acts are designed
to frighten targeted populations and attract global
attention[1-3].
Currently all nations are facing an economic crisis
coupled with increasing insurgency concerns from
militant organizations. Almost 40-60 percent of the
budget of these nations is being spent on trying to
accommodate these challenges, but still the results
achieved are not encouraging[4-7]. This is mainly due to
the fact that there are less sources of information
involved in such undertakings and the field of
Information Technology (IT) has not been fully utilized
to stem these crises[8].
To successfully, access, collect and timely interpret
intelligent information is critical. Technology can be
deployed to secure, control and deny critical access and
information, in order to reduce the capability to inflict
damage. The current trends in technological
development point toward a combined use of several
technologies such as biological technologies, robotics,
information technology and nanotechnology in the fight

against global terrorism. Developments in information
technology facilitate data collection, analysis, security
and integration; robotics can facilitate remote
surveillance, the distancing of dangerous substances
from human control, while biotechnologies can
facilitate identification of biological hazards, forensic
tools[9-12].
Many countries have introduced identity cards
and passports with a fingerprint and facial biometric/
facial-recognition
and
fingerprint-biometric
technologies to control immigration. Scientific
discoveries and breakthroughs, especially in
information technology, are redefining how to plan,
mobilize and engage in battles. For instance, consider
the Internet and other national communication
infrastructures. Similarly, there is a budding collection
of research in the computer and information sciences
domains that addresses new algorithms, techniques,
models and methods for engaging in the battlefield
with insights on everything from sensor technology to
complex information discovery models. Research on
terrorism is housed in the legal domain, philosophical
studies (especially in ethics and law), management
(especially crisis management), health sciences and
engineering sciences. There is, however, a dart of
cross-disciplinary research that involves meshing of
two disciplines, e.g., computer science and public
policy[13-15].
The
modern
information
theory
and
communication theory, it is often desirable to apply
matrix techniques to simplify the problem by giving it
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Table 1: The Grid network
Main-Grid-0 Main-Grid-1 Main-Grid-2 Main-Grid-3 Main-Grid-4 Main-Grid-5 Main-Grid-6 Main-Grid-7 Main-Grid-8 Main-Grid-9
Main-Grid-10 Main-Grid-11 Main-Grid-12 Main-Grid-13 Main-Grid-14 Main-Grid-15 Main-Grid-16 Main-Grid-17 Main-Grid-18 Main-Grid-19
:
:
Main-Grid-90 Main-Grid-91 Main-Grid-92 Main-Grid-93 Main-Grid-94 Main-Grid-95 Main-Grid-96 Main-Grid-97 Main-Grid-98 Main-Grid-99

Table 2: Algorithm reading sequence for information
Main-Grid
Mini-Grid
Row
0
02
3

Column
4

Table 3: Algorithm reading sequence for information
Main-Grid
Mini-Grid
Row
0
20
3

Column
4

This process involves first identifying individual(s)
and then aggregating these observations into larger,
coherent sets (composition). The results are then
presented, along with information requests for that
recommend targeted investigations for confirmation and
alert the security personal around that individual(s) in
the area/crowd to block in-progress attack(s). It is very
important to make sure that database is made high level
secured during operations.
Fig. 1: Proposed architecture
the form of mathematical expression, on which logic
can later be applied[16-19]. Previously many methods are
adopted for scanning objects such as laser beam, radio
frequency, e-tags, cards, wireless technology and sensor
for information gathering. The source used for
information collection and, later processing this
information to achieve the desired target, is
implemented by using Grid[20-22].
This paper is divided into different sections and
sub-section; the next section communicates materials
and methods, with sub-section on the proposed
architecture followed by the complete theory for Grid
are analyzed and followed by the implementation of the
algorithm. In the second last section results are given
and in the last section conclusions are discussed.

Theoretical approach: A 'Grid' or 'Square matrix' will
read data continuously from the area/ground and send it
to the database for processing. Each Grid is a
combination of ‘Mini-Grids’ with unique addresses.
The structure of Grid is explained as follows:

Grid network: When need arises the Grid network will
be activated as shown in Table 1.
The size of the Grid network is fixed as shown in
Table 1. The number of Grid network used depends
during operation(s); one or many Grid(s) network may
be involved for information collection(s), so it may be
sequential or random selection of Main-Grid(s) from
the Grid network.
Activating Main-Grid: All the grids in the Grid
network are known as Main-Grids as shown in Table 1.
The concerned Main-Grid in-return is the combination
of Mini-Grids, which is activated for the information.
The range of the sub-sections is set up inside the MiniGrid, for example, if information is reported from the
MATERIALS AND METHODS
number ‘00234’; (the reading sequence is from right to
left) which in-return represents column number ‘4’, row
Proposed architecture: The proposed architecture,
number ‘3’, Mini-Grid number ‘02’ and finally Mainillustrated in Fig. 1, involves data collection from the
Grid number ‘0’ as shown in Table 2.
area and fed into the processing phase. If the alert
The field width for a column is only one
signal is raised from the database for certain area, the
character, in-case of a row it is also one character, for
security panel desk will observe alert signal on their
Mini-Grid two characters and for Main-Grid two
screen for further action. These alert signals have been
characters. The proposed algorithm will read the
clustered together by standard correlation and datasource number(s) from right to left. In the above
mining techniques for further information processing.
number ‘00234’, let suppose the position of ‘0’ is
Proposed approach applies a recognition process to this
changed, the new number ‘02034’ will have different
observation by using the databases search.
representation as shown in Table 3.
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Table 4: The Main-Grid-0 and Mini-Grid-00 structures
Main-Grid-0 Mini-Grid-0 Mini-Grid-1 Mini-Grid-2 Mini-Grid-3 Mini-Grid-4 Mini-Grid-5 Mini-Grid-6 Mini-Grid-7 Mini-Grid-8 Mini-Grid-9
Mini-Grid-0 Mini-Grid-00
Mini-Grid-1
Mini-Grid-2
Mini-Grid-3
Mini-Grid-4
Mini-Grid-5
Mini-Grid-6
Mini-Grid-7
Mini-Grid-8
Mini-Grid-9

Table 5: Mini-Grid-00 with sub-sections structure
Main-Grid-0
Mini-Grid-00
C0
C1
Sub-section 0
R0
G00R0C0
Sub-section 1
R1
Sub-section 2
R2
Sub-section 3
R3
Sub-section 4
R4
:
R5
:
R6
:
R7
:
R8
Sub-section 9
R9
Table 6: Main-Grid and Mini-Grid representation for Number 57
Main-Grid-0
Mini-Grid-00
Col0 Col1
Sub-section 0
R0
Sub-section 1
R1
Sub-section 2
R2
Sub-section 3
R3
Sub-section 4
R4
Sub-section
R5
:
:
Sub-section 9
R9

C2

Col2

C3

C4

Col3

Col4

C5

C6

C7

Col5

Col6

Col7

C8

C9

Col8

Col9

0057

When ever change(s) in positions of numbers occur
total of 100 addresses, that is, starting from ‘0000’ and
that will be immediately reported according to its
terminating at ‘0099’.
address position to activate the concern Main-Grid or
Let’s suppose data received at Main-Grid-0 at the
Mini-Grid.
location of Mini-Grid-00 then the data received will be
Suppose from the Grid network, the Main-Grid-0 is
‘00000’ as shown in Table 5.
selected and in-return the Mini-Grid-00 is activated
Similarly, in Mini-Grid-01 the starting address is
later, then the complete coverage of information is as
‘0100’ at location G01R0C0 and the final address is
shown in Table 4.
‘0199’ at location G01R9C9. For Mini-Grid-02 starting
Table 4 shows the Main-Grid-0 schema, starting
address is ‘0200’ at location G02R0C0 and terminating
addresses ‘0299’ at location G02R9C9 and so on.
from Mini-Grid-00 and terminating at Mini-Grid-99.
Where as the sub-section is the representation of
The entire Main-Grid-0 sub-sections (Mini-Grids) will
row(s) and column(s). The combination of a row
hold a unique address. The next Mini-Grid in operation
number and a column number represents the address for
will be either Mini-Grid-01 or Mini-Grid-10 or any
that particular sub-section. Each address of sub-section
other Mini-Grid(s). If the area is not entirely covered by
is unique in the Mini-Grid, such as; G00R0C0 is the only
Main-Grid-0 then another Main-Grid-1 or any one in
address in the complete Mini-Grid-00 set-up.
sequentially/randomly will be deployed for information
collection.
Experimental study: Let’s suppose the number
Mini-Grid Internal structure: Each Main-Grid is the
received from source is only ‘57’. As this number is
combinations of (10×10) Mini-Grids, see Table 4. Each
composed of two digits therefore it belongs to MainMini-Grid in-return having Sub-sections ((R0-R9) and
Grid-0 and Mini-Grid-00. The number representation is
(C0C9)) as shown in Table 5. A Mini-Grid-0 can hold a
as shown in Table 6.
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Table 7: Main-Grid and Mini-Grid structure for number 157
Main-Grid-0
Mini-Grid-01
Col0 Col1
Sub-section 0
R0
Sub-section 1
R1
Sub-section 2
R2
Sub-section 3
R3
Sub-section 4
R4
Sub-section
R5
:
:
Sub-section 9
R9

Col2

Col3

Col4

Col5

Col6

Col7

Col8

Col9

Col8

Col9

0157

Table 8: Main-Grid and Mini-Grid structure for number 61678
Main-Grid-6
Mini-Grid -16
Col0
Col1
Sub-section
R0
Sub-section
R1
Sub-section
R2
Sub-section
R3
Sub-section
R4
:
:
Sub-section
R7
Sub-section
R8
Sub-section
R9

Col2 Col3

Col4

Col5

Col6

Col7

1678

In this case ‘7’ is first digit which represents
column no ‘Col7’, where as ‘5’ is second digit which
represents row no ‘R5’ and the Mini-Grid and MainGrid numbers are not available. The algorithm will
generate ‘00’ and ‘0’ respectively to recognize it as a
Mini-Grid-00 and part of Main-Grid-0.
Similarly another data received from source is
‘157’. As the number is composed of three digits
therefore it belongs to Main-Grid-0 and Mini-Grid-01.
The number representation is as shown in Table 7.
In this case ‘7’ is first digit which will represent
column no ‘Col7’, where as ‘5’ is second digit which
represents row no ‘R5’ and ‘1’ is last digit which
represents the Mini-Grid-01 and the Main-Grid number
is not available. The algorithm will generate ‘0’ to
recognize it as belong to Main-Grid-0.
Another number received from source is ‘61678’.
As the number is composed of five digits therefore it
belongs to Main-Grid-6 and Mini-Grid-16. The number
representation is shown in Table 8.
In this case ‘8’ is first digit which will represent
column no ‘Col8’, where as ‘7’ is second digit which
represents row no ‘R7’ and ‘16’ are two digits which
represent the Mini-Grid-16, whereas number ‘6’
represent the Main-Grid-6.
Algorithm implementation: The number received by
the algorithm is in the integer data type and is stored in
a buffer. The reading process of numeric characters
starts from right to left direction and then the positions

of column, row, Mini-Grid and Main-Grid are adjusted.
The complete process is represented in the procedural
form is given by:
PROCEDURE Grid {start reading the data in Grid}
VARIABLES
Main-Grid, Mini-Grid, Row, Column,
Number, Length = Integer; {data type}
BEGIN
Initialise Grid {see Table 1 and 2}
Input: Number N {N length of characters}
Read length of Number N {see Table 1 & 2}
Column = (N-1) {position of Column}
Read Number (N-1) {read the number for Column}
Row = ((N-1) -1) {select the Row from right side}
Read Number ((N-1) -1) {read for Row selection}
Mini-Grid = (((N-1) -1)-1) {Mini-Grid number}
Read Number (((N-1) -1)-1) {read Mini-Grid}
Main-Grid = Character(s) {the Main-Grid no}
Read Number Character(s) {all nos for Main-Grid}
END
The algorithm sets up the table and reads the
numbers from buffer. Then it calculates the column by
selecting the first character from the input number
starting from right side. From the remaining number
the position of row is calculated by selecting the next
character in sequence and then from the remaining
number(s) for the Mini-Grid and all the remaining
number(s) will yield the position for the Main-Grid.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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